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Ferroelastic phase transition in Cs3Bi2I 9: A neutron diffraction study
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Crystalline Cs3Bi2I9, with the P63 /mmc symmetry at room temperature was studied by Laue and four-
circle neutron diffractometry from room temperature down to 50 K. AtT05220 K the crystal undergoes a
second-order proper ferroelastic phase transition to a polydomain structure with a nonprimitive monoclinic
C12/m1 space group. Satellites were not found belowT0, indicating that the continuous distribution of sites
observed in previous127I nuclear quadrupole resonance experiments is due either to an undetected incommen-
surate phase characterized by a very small displacement amplitude, or due to the fraction of the crystal volume
occupied by domain walls. We argue that thick domain walls are expected in the present structure due to the
absence of mechanical compatibility between domains.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The A3B2X9 family has been studied extensively durin
the last few decades and has revealed a variety of diffe
structural phases and phase transitions.1–5 Recently, severa
publications have appeared on compounds in this fam
showing interesting effects including the possible appeara
of incommensurate phases as in the Cs3Bi2I9 compound
which is the subject of this work.

At room temperature~phase I! Cs3Bi2I9 exhibits a
P63 /mmc(D6h

4 , No. 194)(Z52) structure, with lattice
parametersa58.404 Å andc521.183 Å~Ref. 1! ~see Fig.
1!. Melnikovaet al.5 studied the temperature evolution of th
birefringence, dielectric and elastic constants, and perform
differential scanning calorimetry~DSC! and nuclear quadru
pole resonance~NQR! experiments. AtT05220 K there oc-
curs a transition to a phase labeled II, characterized by
nearly complete softening of theC44 elastic constant, and
accompanied by the appearance of birefringence for l
propagating along the@001# direction (Dnc), and by the
splitting of the NQR127I lines into triplets and doublets be
low T0. These results led to the conclusion that there ex
in Cs3Bi2I9 a proper ferroelastic second-order phase tra
tion with a symmetry change from the hexagonal 6/mmmto
the monoclinic 2/m point group. X-ray results obtained b
Aleksandrovaet al.6 are in agreement with the reporte
P63 /mmc structure determination1 for phase I and a sym
metry reduction to 2/m in phase II with P121 /m1 as the
suggested space group, and lattice parametersa
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~6!/3857~6!/$15.00
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58.508 Å, b514.380 Å, c521.095 Å,b590.608°.
However, the most interesting result is given by NQ

measurements:6,7 the shape of the split lines belowT0
5220 K indicates the presence of a continuous distribut
of sites as typically observed in incommensurate phases.
emphasize that the presence of a lock-in phase transition
not detected. Moreover, the number of NQR127I lines below
the transition point and the character of the observed s
tings are in agreement with a transition that takes place n
the center of the Brillouin zone. In such a case, there is
Lifshitz term in the thermodynamic potential, and the ex
tence of an incommensurate phase leads to the questio
identifying the mechanism responsible for it. On the oth
hand, the temperature dependence ofC44 ~which softens
nearly to zero at the transition point! confirms that the insta-
bility occurs at or in the close vicinity of the Brillouin-zon
center. The size of the primitive unit cell~or average primi-
tive unit cell in the case of a modulated structure6,7! is thus
expected to be the same in phase I as in phase II.

In this work we performed a careful neutron-diffractio
study to understand better the nature of the phase trans
and to answer some of the remaining open questions, in
ticular that concerning the possible existence of an interm
diate incommensurate phase just belowT0 . Neutron diffrac-
tion was chosen to ensure that we observe the behavior o
bulk of the sample.

II. EXPERIMENT

Cs3Bi2I9 single crystal (0.5 cm3) was grown by the
Bridgman method in argon-filled quartz ampoula with C
3857 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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3858 PRB 61A. JORIOet al.
and SbI3 taken in stoichiometric proportion. Cs3Bi2I9 was
studied by means of neutron diffraction at the Institut Lau
Langevin using Laue and four-circle diffractometers.

A. Laue diffraction

Laue diffraction experiments were performed on LAD
an instrument installed on a cold neutron guide end stat
A wavelength band centered at 3.5 Å and withdl/l
525% was used. The beam was collimated to match
sample size using a 2.2-mm LiF circular aperture. The ins
ment LADI uses a large neutron sensitive image-plate de
tor, mounted on a cylindrical camera~radius 159.2 mm and
length 400 mm! that almost completely surrounds th
sample.8 The sample was mounted on a small goniome
head attached to the cold tip of an Edwards closed cy
refrigerator. The sample could be rotated around the c
mon axis of the refrigerator and the cylindrical detector.

In Laue diffraction, the crystal is irradiated with a neutro
beam which is broad and continuous in wavelength. T
provides an extensive survey of the reciprocal space of
illuminated sample. Laue diffraction was performed at d
ferent temperatures for several crystal orientations. Sev
Laue pictures were obtained with the crystal mounted w
its hexagonalc-axis first perpendicular and then parallel
the cylinder rotation axis; exposures were made for sev
rotation angles, giving sufficient information about the rec
rocal lattice. The experiment was performed at several t
peratures from 60 K up to room temperature, with particu
attention in the region belowT05220 K, identified as the
potential incommensurate transition temperature.6,7 Long

FIG. 1. The Cs3Bi2I9 unit cell at room temperature~atomic po-
sitions from Ref. 1!.
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time exposures~60–600 min! were used in order to detec
any indication of weak reflections. No such superlattice
flections were observed.

B. Monochromatic four-circle diffraction

For detailed examination of individual reflections th
four-circle diffractometer D10, installed on a thermal
neutron guide was used operating at a wavelength of 2.36
from a pyrolytic graphite~0 0 2! monochromator chosen as
compromise between intensity and momentum resolut
The sample was mounted in a helium-flow cryostat,9 which
allows full four-circle angular access in the temperatu
range from 1.6 to 300 K. The temperature behavior of
~006!, (42̄0), ~400!, ~40X!, (XX̄0) and (X00), with X

51,2,3,4, (42̄2),(43̄1),(21̄0),(31̄0), (32̄0),(224) Bragg
reflections was followed between 50 K and room tempe
ture. For the first four reflections, scans were performed
the h,k, and l directions, whereas only thel direction was
scanned for the following others. Below the phase transiti
various reciprocal space scans were performed through
of the above reflections in order to measure the magnitud
the ferroelastic distortion and to get information on the d
main structure. The possibility of incommensurate satelli
appearing near Bragg reflections was also investigated.
is well suited for this type of work due to its good mome
tum resolution at relatively high flux and low intrinsic bac
ground ~for more details of LADI and D10 see http:
www.ILL.fr/Yellowbook/!.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Laue diffraction

Figure 2 shows four Laue pictures of Cs3Bi2I9 obtained
with two different crystal orientations, namely with the he
agonal c-axis parallel ~left-hand-side frames! and perpen-
dicular ~right-hand-side frames! to the neutron incidence di
rection, at room temperature~upper frames! and at 60 K
~lower frames!. The broad diffuse streaks present in all pi
tures are due to the cryostat aluminum walls.

In phase I, the complete set of observed reflections co
be indexed using the hexagonal structure lattice parame
yielding a58.41(1) andc521.18(1) Å. We note here for a
better understanding of the results that, at room tempera
some Bragg reflections present several components ins

FIG. 2. Neutron Laue diffraction pattern of Cs3Bi2I9 with the
hexagonalc axis of the crystal parallel~left-hand-side pictures! and
perpendicular~right-hand-side pictures! to the incident beam direc
tion, at room temperature~upper pictures! and at 60 K~lower pic-
tures!.
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FIG. 3. Four Bragg reflections
of Cs3Bi2I9 in the room tempera-
ture ~I! and low-temperature~II !
phases. Scans in phase I were pe
formed atT5230 K. In phase II,
the ~20l! and (h06) scans were

performed atT550 K, the (21̄l )

scan atT5100 K, and the (42̄l )
scan at 60 K.
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of a single peak due to an inhomogeneous mosaic struc
~see upper pictures in Fig. 2!.

The phase transition is characterized by a splitting of m
Bragg reflections~see the lower pictures in Fig. 2!, due to the
ferroelastic nature of the phase transition. The splitting st
at T0 and exhibits a temperature evolution that will be d
cussed later. No evidence of doubling of the lattice cons
was observed in these images. Long exposure times~600
minutes atT560 K, lower pictures in Fig. 2! revealed no
extra diffraction spots, which allows us to discard the prim
tive P121 /m1 space group with doubling of the unit cell6

This result indicates that the low-temperature phase II occ
via a Brillouin-zone center instability, and the low
temperature Laue pattern can be completely explained b
polydomain structure with a nonprimitiveC12/m1
(C2h

3 , No. 12) space group. AtT560 K the domain struc-
ture is clearly resolved, and it is possible to index all diffra
tion spots by applying sixfold rotations around the hexago
axis to the spots belonging to a monodomain ofC12/m1
symmetry. The conclusion that the space group isC12/m1
was checked by means of x-ray powder diffraction and
spectrum can indeed be fitted unambiguously within t
group; lattice parameters are in good agreement with
neutron results.

Details of the complex diffraction pattern associated w
the polydomain structure and ferroelastic deformations
low T0 were investigated by four-circle diffractometry an
are analyzed in the next section.

B. Monochromatic four-circle diffraction study

As shown in Fig. 3, below the phase transition atT0
5220 K, the ferroelastic deformation causes a splitting
most Bragg reflections into three, four, or more compone
There are also some hexagonal reflections that do not sp
all. As already pointed out, some Bragg reflections alre
exhibit more than one component in phase I because of
presence of a grain structure in the sample. We now ana
the splitting pattern which develops belowT0 in terms of the
formation of ferroelastic domains.
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At the hexagonal-monoclinic phase transition, the orde
the point group is reduced from 24 at high temperature t
for the subgroup at lower temperature. Consequently
transition gives rise to six single orientational domain sta
in the monoclinic phase, which can be distinguished by th
ferroelastic deformation. The deformation with respect to
parent hexagonal structure is given by the loss of the perp
dicularity between thea and c hexagonal axes and by a
orthorhombic distortion in the basal plane.

Let us discuss first the loss of the perpendicularity b
tween thea and c hexagonal axes. Considering only th
distortion, two orientations of the corresponding doma
walls satisfying the condition of mechanical compatibili
are possible. However, these two configurations are not
ergetically equivalent since they are not related by symme
operations. They are shown in Fig. 4. All the observed Bra
reflections in the hexagonala* b* -plane exhibit a splitting in
the c* direction below the phase transition. The comple
profile of these split spots can be explained by a splitting
the a* axis in the monoclinic phase, which means that thc
axis is reoriented, and that the domain walls present wo
be perpendicular to it@see Fig. 4~I!#. Consider for instance
the ~200! hexagonal reflection. In the monoclinic phase th
reciprocal-lattice position is formed by different reflectio
from the six different domains, namely (040),(04̄0),

FIG. 4. Two possible domain-wall orientations~bold lines! sat-
isfying the condition of mechanical compatibility for the mon
clinic distortion in the low-temperature phase of Cs3Bi2I9.
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3860 PRB 61A. JORIOet al.
(22̄0), (2̄20), (220), and (2̄2̄0). Since only thea* axis

exhibits a deformation the (040) and the (040̄) are un-

shifted, and the (220̄),(2̄20), ~220!, and (2̄2̄0) reflections
exhibit a shift along1c* and2c* direction, depending on
the sign of the indexh. Therefore, the hexagonal~200! Bragg
reflection exhibits a splitting into three components~see Fig.

3!. Looking now at the (21̄0) hexagonal reflection, in the
monoclinic phase this reciprocal-lattice position is formed

the (13̄0), (1̄30), (200), (2̄00), (130), and (1̄3̄0) reflec-
tions. All these reflections have a component in thea* di-
rection, consequently, there is no unshifted peak. In
monoclinic phase there are four peaks, two shifted by6d,

namely the (13̄0), (1̄30), (130), and (1̄3̄0) reflections,

and two shifted by62d, ~200!, and (2̄00). The peaks tha
are shifted by6d are more intense than the other two, pro
ably mainly because there are four domain states that ha
reflection in the corresponding direction~see Fig. 3! ~never-
theless, note that the structure factors of the different mo
clinic peaks that cluster near the hexagonal peak may
different, i.e., uF13̄0u2ÞuF130u2ÞuF210u2). In the same way
we can explain the splitting profile of the other observ
reflections. Moreover, the observed (00X) hexagonal reflec-
tions (X54 and 6! do not split ~see Fig. 3!, showing that
domain walls perpendicular to thea axis @Fig. 4~II !# do not
exist, or may be present only in a very small amount.

Figure 5 shows the temperature evolution of the splitt
d of the ~200!-hexagonal reflection along thec* direction, in
degrees. The inset in Fig. 5 showsdM5 1

2 @ ud1u1ud2u#
~dots!, whered1 and d2 are the splittings along the1c*
and2c* directions, respectively. This curve could be fitt
with the function dM5A(Tc2T) b̃, with Tc5220 K, A

50.08° K21 and the classicalb̃50.5 mean-field value. The
monoclinic angleb ~not to be confused with the exponentb̃
of the order parameter! can be obtained from the relationb
590°1d which yields the value b590.67° for T
5143 K, in agreement with the value reported in Ref.
These results are consistent with a transition of the pro
ferroelastic type.

FIG. 5. Splitting of the~200! Bragg reflection of Cs3Bi2I9 along
the c* direction. The inset shows the temperature evolution ofdM

5
1
2 @ ud1u1ud2u# ~dots!, whered1 and d2 are the splitting of the

curves along the1c* and2c* directions, respectively. The line i
the result of the fit, according to the lawdM50.08(2202T)0.5.
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The observed splittings along thec* direction can be
completely explained by the monoclinic reorientation of t
c axis. However, a splitting of some spots along thea* and
b* directions was also observed@see, e.g., (42̄0) in Fig. 3#.
This result is related to the orthorhombic distortion in t
basal plane. Such a distortion generates three single dom
states. A domain wall satisfying the condition of mechani
compatibility should contain thec axis and the common di
agonal of the two adjacent orthorhombic domains~see Fig.
6!. Note that the formation of this kind of domain wall mu
be accompanied by a reorientation of the domains: lookin
Fig. 6~a!, the orthorhombic distortions in the single doma
states 1 and 2 are represented by the displacement o
circles out of the hexagonal positions. However, at the
main wall, the two full circles~representing the same objec!
must naturally coincide, and the two domains will suffer
reorientation as indicated by the arrows~clockwise for do-
main 1!. Looking now at Fig. 6~b!, the mechanical compat
ibility between domain 1 and domain 3 asks for a new reo
entation of the domains walls~counterclockwise for domain
1!. Nonrotated domains are able to exist only as isola
domains, and in general six different rotated domain sta
are expected.10 Hence a simple hexagonal-orthorhombic d
formation leads to the formation of six orthorhombic doma
states, where the relationb5A3a is no longer satisfied, and
the domains are reorientated in order to comply with
condition of mechanical compatibility for the domain wall
The presence of these distortions in the basal plane is
denced in Cs3Bi2I9 by the splitting of some Bragg reflection
along thea* andb* directions@see, e.g., (42̄0) in Fig. 3#.

We have discussed above the formation of domains
domain walls DW’s due first to the monoclinic reorientatio
of thec axis, and then associated with the orthorhombic d
tortion in the basal plane, to show in these simple cases w
is the domain-wall orientation satisfying mechanical comp
ibility. However, in Cs3Bi2I9 it is clear that the two distor-
tions are simultaneously present. Janovec and Richtero´16

have analyzed ferroelastic domain structures and dedu
orientations of domain walls satisfying the condition of m
chanical compatibility. It appears that in our case two orie
tations of a single wall comply with this condition. In a mu
tidomain structure parallel domain walls still comply with
but the situation is completely different if there exist nonp
allel DW’s in the system because a frustration occurs a
DW’s can no more satisfy the condition. As a consequenc
occurs that all the possible domain-wall orientations cos
large elastic energy, and consequently the domain w

FIG. 6. Schematic representations of the orthorhombic dis
tions with two possible domain walls parallel to thec axis, satisfy-
ing the condition of mechanical compatibility.
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should be thick in order to expand the region where the g
dient of the order parameter¹h is nonzero and to minimize
the energy cost@proportional to (¹h)2#.

Now that the profile of split peaks is explained, we mu
still take into account the appearance of small peaks clos
some Bragg reflections, belowT0 @see, for example, the
small peaks in the (20l ) and (h06) scans, shown in Fig. 3#.
Although these small peaks may appear as serious candi
as possible incommensurate satellites, the temperature v
tion of their intensity and position does not follow the sta
dard pattern. In structures with long period incommensur
modulations such as quartz,13 NaNO2,14 or Sn2P2Se6,15 sat-
ellite peaks grow in intensity on cooling at the same time
they move closer to the parent Bragg reflection, leading to
eventual low temperature lock-in transition. The small pe
seen in Fig. 3 show a very different behavior: their intens
decreases and their separation from the parent Bragg
increases on cooling~see Fig. 7!. Several authors~Loginov11

and Felixet al.12! have reported a class of incommensur
phases where the wave vector associated with the incomm
surate structure increases on cooling, starting from the v
0 atTI . Phase transitions belonging to this class can occu
systems whose symmetry allows a gradient-cubic term in
free-energy density while forbidding cubic and Lifshi
terms. For an incommensurate phase that takes place in
Brillouin-zone center between two groups that contain
inversion symmetry operation, there is no linear gradi
term likeh¹h* and no third-order term likehh* ¹h* since
h is even and¹ is odd with respect to inversion. So, on th
basis of symmetry considerations, the occurrence of suc
incommensurate phase can be ruled out here.

The appearance of the small peaks is most probably
lated to the ferroelastic distortion. In fact, the curves sho
in Fig. 7 can be very well fitted with the classical lawd
5A(2202T)0.5 ~lines in Fig. 7!. The inset in Fig. 7 shows
dM85

1
2 @ udsu1udnu# ~dots!, whereds anddn are the split-

FIG. 7. Temperature evolution of the (h06) scans in Cs3Bi2I9.
The large squares refer to the~006! Bragg position. The smal
circles and triangles show the evolution of the small peaks
appear belowT0. The lines correspond to fits with the classical la
dM5A(2202T)0.5. In the inset the temperature evolution ofdM8
5

1
2 @ udsu1udnu# ~dots! is shown;ds anddn are the splitting of the

small peaks indicated by open circles and open triangles, res
tively, and the line represents the fit with the classical lawdM

50.08(2202T)0.5.
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ting of the small peaks indicated in Fig. 7 by open circles a
open triangles, respectively. The fit of this curve gives

sameb̃50.5 and the sameA50.08°/K deformation constan
obtained for the (200) splitting~see Fig. 5!. This result
shows that the kind of domain wall depicted in Fig. 4~II ! is
also present in the crystal in the low-temperature phase,
in a very small amount. Furthermore, the observed decre
of the small peaks intensity belowT0 indicates that the num
ber of this kind of domain walls decreases on cooling.

IV. CONCLUSION

Cs3Bi2I9 exhibits aP63 /mmcstructure at room tempera
ture. At T05220 K the crystal undergoes a ferroelas
phase transition characterized by the splitting of most Bra
reflections. The complete low-temperature diffraction patt
can be indexed assuming a polydomain structure with a n
primitive monoclinicC12/m1 unit cell. The major splittings
observed show that the low-temperature structure is form
by domains characterized by the reorientation of thec axis
along the six equivalenta-axis-type directions, and by a dis
tortion in the basal plane. The classicalb̃50.5 mean-field
value found for the temperature evolution of the splittings
in agreement with the assumption of a proper ferroela
transition. The observation of smaller peaks belowT0 indi-
cates that domains characterized by the reorientation of ta
axis are also present, but in a much smaller amount.

Satellites were not found at any low temperature bel
T05220 K. However, the shape of the split127I NQR
lines6,7 below T0 indicates the presence of a continuous d
tribution of sites typical of incommensurate modulat
phases. There are two possible explanations to make t
two results compatible: the incommensurate phase may
characterized by a very small amplitude of the atomic d
placements, which leaves open questions like why a lock
phase transition is not observed at low temperatures. It
shown that in the low-temperature phase of Cs3Bi2I9 there is
a large number of possible domain states, and that it is
possible to find domain-wall orientations satisfying the co
dition of mechanical compatibility. In this case, all domai
wall orientations cost a large elastic energy, and the dom
walls should be thick. It is reasonable to suppose that
distribution of sites exhibited by the127I lines in the NQR
experiments6,7 is due to the part of the crystal volume lyin
within the domain walls, which is expected to include a lar
distribution of different sites. This argument should apply
all ferroelastics with a large number of domain states,
which the condition of mechanical compatibility cannot
fulfilled. Their resonance spectra should be characterized
a distribution of sites resembling that of an incommensur
structure. This point will be checked in further studies.
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